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iPole kick off
Initial Position
In the age of connectedness and information
overload, it is critical to present data and information in a way that holds the attention of the
viewer; and gives them the information that they
need quickly. In this project, in collaboration with
international and interdisciplinary teams, you will
identify what makes Aargau an attractive place to
live and work, and explore best way to visualise it
for the job seekers. You will work with front-end
programming, UX team, statistical and multimedia data and aim to present the visualisations
online, optimized for web.

Objective
Using a web visualisation technology such as
d3.js, three.js, WebGL, Processing or similar, you
will create visualisations and maps of statistical
data (such as population density, age and language distributions, employment levels, salary
brackets, access to green spaces, walkability...)
annotated with multimedia (sound, image, video
pieces) where appropriate. These visualisations
should be interactive prototypes, tested to work
in all mainstream browsers.
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Organising our group
When we first met our group members, we started by getting to know one another. Then we got
to know what everyones specialities were and
found out what our strengths and weaknesses
are. By doing this, we got a good understanding
of eachother and how we would use everyones
strengths throughout the project.
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Idea generation
We started our idea generation off by using the
crazy 8’s method. This is where everyone gets
8 minutes to write/draw their ideas down on a
whiteboard; we then used the dot technique to
refine our ideas by voting on which ideas everyone thought were the best, and which ones were
worth trying to develop further.
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Idea generation
We wrote down all the ideas that got a vote from
the first round of idea generation. We then chose
the 6 ideas that got most votes, to take these on
and develop them further.
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Idea generation
We generated more refined ideas based around
the six ideas we chose from the list.
Then did another round of dot voting to find the
best ideas that we as a group agree with.
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Idea generation
We did a final round of ideas from the dot voting.
As a group, at this point of ideation, we had a
clear route for which our ideas were going.
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Our ideas
The ideas we came up with were:
• Informal, 1 question at a time form - find out
what the user is looking for - filter the results
based on the user - use AI to make the form
clever and quicker.
• Build a profile and a character - move it
round the map.
• Interactive map - highlights areas of interest
for the user based on what they entered in
the form.
• Visual graphs - compare statistics - sell the
area to the user - highlight the good things
about Aargau.

Now we shall conduct some research based on
these ideas we came up with. Once we have done
enough research, we will make a decision on
what idea to take forward.
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Research goals
Before we returned home from our iPole trip, we
outlined the research that needed completing by
each disciplinary.
This was very important for us to understand
what areas of research the rest of group would
undertake.
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Creating a timeline
We also created a timeline from which we can
work to see if we are on time for the several
deadlines and final submission.
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Working as a group
To ensure we put all of our ideas and research in
one place, so that we can all access everything,
we used Milanote which is an online tool to help
people collaborate on projects virtually.
This tool was very useful for us all, and was a
great way of keeping track on how everyone
was doing.
We have also scheduled group calls every couple
of weeks, this is so we can make sure that we talk
about our progress and so we can also ask
questions to one another.
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Vitl - consultation
Here we have found a good example of an
informal form. The user has to complete this form
when they first enter the site.
Usually if you have to complete any kind of form
it is really long and boring. By presenting it in
this informal manner and asking one question
at a time, it means less people will be put off and
more will complete it.
This is a very good example of how we could get
information off people without scaring them
away. Combining AI into this form could make it
a smart form that asks questions based on the
users responses, and therefore reduce the time
taken to fill out the form.
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Women Will website
We are looking at data visualisation techniques
here. They have used the size of the circles and
also the colour to represent the different figures.
This is something we need to consider when
visualising our data.
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John Paulson
A very nice example of how to show data using
different font sizes; giving the figure the biggest
font size attracts the users attention to the most
important piece of information first.
It is also clever how much data is given to the
user considering they only entered one piece of
information - their annual salary.
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The solar annual report
The content is only shown on the pages when
sunlight falls onto it which is clever considering it
is a report on the sun.
Good example of different ways to show data
in visual ways, and how the size of content can
represent value.

https://www.behance.net/gallery/2986075/TheSolar-Annual-Report-powered-by-the-sun
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Ebola virus chart
This is a good example of an interactive graph.
There is a slider down the left hand side which
the user can use to change the date, and the
graph will change accordingly.

https://www.4-pt.co.uk/samples/ebola-virus/story_html5.html
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Why do buses bunch?
An idea for how the interactive map could look.
We like the isometric perspective, it gives the
map more depth and you are able to bring buildings etc to life.
It is a much more engaging way to visualise an
area rather than a 2D map. We feel this would
be a good way of keeping the users attention
for longer.

http://setosa.io/bus/
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Rio 2016 interactive map
Another example of an interactive map that we
like. This was created for the Olympics in Rio back
in 2016.
As you explore the map, you can hover over
different parts to find out more information about
it. The graphic style and little animations are very
cool too; great for capturing the users attention.
We could use this kind of interactive map alongside a filtering system to show users what is
available in Aargau, and also let them be able to
explore the area.

http://rio2016interactivemap.com/
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Why we should make our data interactive
Why we should make our data interactive:
1.

Humans are visual beings

2. Sometimes your data has to be visualised for
it to make sense
3. Interactivity beats static every day of the
week
4. Engagement and shareability are the new
black

https://medium.com/@billshander/5-reasons-to-visualize-your-data-and-make-it-interactive-65442d8612f6
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Technology research - AI
Artificial intelligence is a branch of computer
science that aims to create intelligent machines.
It has become an essential part of the technology
industry today.
Knowledge engineering is a core part of AI
research. Machines can often act and react like
humans only if they have abundant information
relating to the world.
Machine learning is also a core part of AI. Learning without any kind of supervision requires an
ability to identify patterns in streams of inputs.
The amount of uses for AI is only going to
increase, as technology gets more advanced.
Here are some uses of AI, however there are lots
more: knowledge reasoning, planning, machine
learning, language processing, computer vision,
and robotics.
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Technology research - Chatbots
A chatbot is kind of a computer program that
fundamentally simulates human conversations.
It allows a form of interaction between a human
and a machine the communication, which
happens via messages or voice command.
Most chatbots are a kind of messaging interface
where bots respond to your questions. The bots
are powered by algorithms which break down
your messages into human understandable
languages, and responds to your queries just
like you would expect from any human.

In terms of how we could use this technology in
our project. A chatbot would be perfect to talk to
a user in an informal manner; its job to find out
what the user is wanting to get from our website.
We can then use the information that the chatbot
collects to filter the data that we show the user.
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Using AI to process data
Text analysis, also called text mining, is the
automated process of classifying and extracting
information from text using AI, whether it comes
from emails, tweets, blog posts, or product
reviews. This means that a text analysis model
can read text, and structure it automatically.
We come across AI and machine learning more
often than we realise. Gmail response suggestions such as “Thanks”. That’s text analysis,
detecting words and expressions within emails,
categorizing them and suggesting appropriate
responses.
This can be applied for different uses. In our
case, lets say the user is looking for a job, so they
upload their CV. The AI can then analyse the CV to
give the user job suggestions. A smart and quick
way for us to find out information from the user
without having to ask them lots of questions.

Concept work
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General push and pull factors
Push factors (encourage people to leave where
they are):

Pull factors (encourage people to go to a certain place):

• Not enough jobs

• Job opportunities

• Few opportunities

• Better living conditions

• Poor medical care

• Political and/or religious freedom

• Not being able to practice religion

• Enjoyment

• Loss of wealth

• Education

• Natural disasters

• Better medical care

• Threats to self or family

• Security

• Pollution

• Family links

• Poor housing

• Better chances of finding a partner.

• Landlords
• Bullying
• Political fear
• Poor chances of finding a partner.
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Push and pull factors for Aargau
Push factors (prejudices, not to be taken too
serious):

• People from Aargau are bad drivers
• Besides carrots there is not much in this
canton

Pull factors:
• Central located, good connected
• Cheap rents, lower taxes, less costs for businesses

• Aargau is a Kanton of auto routes

• Various education institutes, mainly focussed on high-tech

• All people from Aargau are peasants.

• Many wellnes hotspots.

https://suissebook.ch/de/5-klischees-ueber-aargauer/879265
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Aargau in stats
Canton Aargau is one of 26 cantons (member
states) in Switzerland. Aargau is the canton with
the fourth largest population. It is known for its
regional variety.

Numbers and Facts
Canton Aargau has over 630’000 inhabitants, a
quarter of which are citizens of other countries.
The canton covers 1404 km^2, 11 districts (Bezirke), and over 200 communities (Gemeinden).
The capital is Aarau. The official language is
German. The canton includes many decentralised regions with their own central towns. The
most important towns are Aarau, Baden, Brugg,
Wohlen, Bremgarten, Zofingen and Rheinfelden.
The regions differ in landscape, culture, and
economy.

have moved to the canton. They have contributed
significantly to the economy and still do so today.

Customs and Traditions
The many regions and communities in the canton
have different customs and traditions. Due to
historical diversity, there is not one “shared”
tradition for the entire canton. The bigger towns
Aarau, Baden, Brugg, Lenzburg, and Zofingen
host youth festivals, the highlight of the cultural
calendar, at the beginning of the summer. The
celebrations have hardly changed for centuries.
The Fasnacht (carnival) that takes place in the
winter is important in some regions. Many villages and rural areas have customs surrounding fertility in spring and harvest in autumn. In addition
various Christian holidays are celebrated.

History
Canton Aargau was founded in the year 1803.
The areas that the French Emperor Napoléon
Bonaparte combined to form Aargau had great
political, confessional, and economic differences.
This is still true to some extent today. Until approximately 1900 agriculture was very important.
Industrialisation brought many changes. Canton
Aargau still has rural elements, but it also has an
industry comprised of international corporations
and many small and medium-sized companies.
Since the Second World War many immigrants

Aargau - “Rüebliland”
Aargau is known as “Rüebliland” (carrot country).
How the canton got the nickname is unknown.
It is not related to growing or eating carrots.
The typical Aargauer carrot cake (Rüeblitorte)
is known throughout Switzerland. Once a year
Aarau hosts a big carrot market (Rüeblimarkt).
https://www.hallo-aargau.ch/en/canton-aargau/
brief-portrait
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Why live in Aargau
Location

historic towns and a range of events

Located between main cities like Zurich (banks,
economy, large airport, tourism), Basel (medicinal technologies, economy), Bern (government,
tourism) and Luzern (tourism).

Sights from times past: Habsburg family castle,
Lenzburg castle, Wildegg castle, Hallwyl castle,
and others

center of Switzerland and Europe/good location
Crossed with major highways A1 and A3
Airports of Basel and Zurich reachable within 1
hour

Business
Standard & Poor’s and the CS and UBS rankings
give Aargau top marks
home of many business clusters

Cost benefits
attractive tax climate, low property prices, and
moderate wage costs

heritage sites: Aargauer Kunsthaus in Aarau
(collection of Swiss), Museum Langmatt in Baden
(Impressionists and exhibitions of contemporary
art)

https://www.ag.ch/en/verwaltung/dvi/
wirtschaft_arbeit/aargau_services_neu/der_standort_aargau/standort_aargau___ihr_vorteil/
departement_detailseite_236.jsp?sectionId=1582702&accordId=1

Sports and health: The largest network of cycling trails in Switzerland, over 1,500 km of hiking
trails, several golf courses, roundtrips at Birrfeld
Airport. Relaxation and wellness in the four thermal spas: Rheinfelden, Baden, Bad Zurzach, and
Schinznach

Education
various highly acclaimed education, training, and
research institutes
focus on High-Tech: proportion of employees
working in research and development in Aargau
is twice as high as the Swiss average

Living / Activities
Idyllic cultural region: many local recreation areas
offering rest and relaxation, but also many small
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User persona
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Developing our ideas
After doing some research on our ideas general
areas, we haven’t really found an idea that we are
happy with as a group.
The interactive map we feel is too visual, and
doesn’t focus on the data enough. It would be
frustrating for people that know the Aargau area
and don’t want to view the data as a map.
So from here, we are going to do some more
research.
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Trace India’s journey quiz
Here we have found an example of an interactive
quiz that we like. It is about India’s journey to
independence; users answer a series of questions by dragging the answer they think is right to
India on the map. If they are right it gives the user
a fact about that question, if they were wrong
they have to try again. At the end you can review
your score and share it to social media.
We like the interactivity; you have to do more
than just click an answer, this captures the users
attention a lot better than a click. We also like the
use of a fact after each question. In the context
of our project, we could give a fact about Aargau
after each question, based on the question topic.

https://www.thequint.com/quintlab/finding-freedom/#
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World cup incredible moments quiz
Another example of an interactive quiz is this
football world cup incredible moments quiz. Each
question uses a different interaction to answer
the questions, from sliders to cartoon diagrams.
There are also videos you have to watch to
answer the questions; all this makes the quiz
extremely engaging, it makes you want to answer
all the questions.
We want to make our questions as engaging
and interactive as this example. We need to
brainstorm some ideas so we can work out how
to do this, however first we need to create the
questions.

https://hisense.co.uk/incredible-moments/
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Adobe creative types
Adobe creative types is a series of questions
for the user to answer. The questions have 2
answers and are trying to find out about how the
user thinks. Once all the questions have been
answered it generates a creative type for the user
based on how they answered the questions. It
also gives some information on what their creative type is, and they can also share this to social
media.
A sharing element is a good way of getting more
people to use the site. If you could see how your
friends and family answered the questions, this
could make people curious or even want a bit of
competition.
https://mycreativetype.com/
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Morality Play quiz
This quiz tries to work out how moral someone is
by putting the user in a series of situations to see
how they respond.
Once all the questions have been complete, it
gives the user a score and an explanation on
what their score means and then how they compare to other people.
For our idea, we are wanting to recommend an
area of Aargau based on how the user answers
the questions. This is a good example for us to
look at especially the data they show the user at
the end. We can do this in our project; show them
why we have chosen the area we have for each
question and try to sell Aargau at the same time.

https://www.philosophyexperiments.com/moralityplay/Default5.aspx
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Spent
Spent is a game where the user is put in the situation of someone that doesn’t have much money
to live off. You have to try and survive 1 month
with no job, no house, and only 1,000 pounds.
There is a new challenge to face everyday; each
challenge is shown in an unique way which is
really engaging for the user. Once the user has
chosen what to do, a new screen pops up showing the result from their decision and how much
money they are left with.
http://playspent.org/html/
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Creating questions
We used the pull factors of Aargau as the topics
for the different questions.
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Visual research
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Concept 1 - match & future prediction

This idea is to get the user to answer a series of questions, to find an area
in Aargau that best suites their profile. Then if you can get enough data off
the user, you can predict how their life could work out, compared to their
life now. This is a great way of showing people how much better their life
could be in Aargau, however if it is better elsewhere then this idea could do
the opposite of what we are trying to achieve.

Concept
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The future predictor could use a slider to change how far into the future
it is.
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Concept 2 - interactive video

Our second concept is a video that the user can
interact with by being able to choose what path
they go down. This is a really good way for the
user to be able to control what they watch / find
out. Bandersnatch is a very successful example
of how this could work.
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Concept 3 - gamified storyline

Our final concept was to create a storyline for the
user to follow, which would make it interesting
for the user. We were then trying to make each
interaction interesting by gamifying it. We
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wanted the user to feel like they weren’t just
filling in a form etc..., we wanted the experience
to be fun.
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Where are we going from here?
After coming up with three concepts, we are unclear on which idea we prefer. So we are going to
do a lot of research on what is already out there
for each concept, to help us make a decision.
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Basic prototype

Here we have created a very basic prototype for
the find your best match concept. It was a really
good idea to this because it shows us whether it
could work or not. We can also give this to people
to see how they use it, and whether they think
other people would use it.

At the same time as finding the user an area to
live in Aargau, they are learning about the canton
and what it has to offer.

Concept
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Continues on the next page.
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Basic prototype

The user can then share their results online,
which is a good way of promoting our website to
other users.
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Interactive newspaper
Another idea we came up with was to have an
interactive newspaper. The reason behind the
concept was because you can get newspapers
that promote an area and tell the public what is
going on.
So we thought if we could replicate this newspaper style, then people might relate to it and most
people has used a newspaper.
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Tinder – Swipe Night
Swipe night is an interactive video series which follows
a first-person, apocalyptic adventure. The user can
decide what happens next in the story by swiping left or
right at key turning points. The choices the user makes
would then be added to their profile, showing their decisions to potential matches as a conversation starter.

Benefits
• Entertaining narrative
• Simple interaction the user is familiar with (swipe
left/ right)
• Short length – 5 minutes
• Choices are saved on the users profile to spark
conversation/ view similarities between potential
matches.

Applications
• Keep it short so more users complete it and don’t
lose interest.
• Consider the type of interaction – create something
more interesting than tapping on screen.
• Using the data collected to view shared interests
between other users/ companies/ areas in Aargau.
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Netflix – Bandersnatch
Bandersnatch is a ‘choose your own adventure’
style episode of Netflix series, Black Mirror.
The story follows a young programmer and his
attempts to develop a video game in the 1980s.
Viewers can decide the outcome by making decisions throughout the narrative, leading to one of
five different endings.

Benefits
• ‘State tracking’ technology logs the choices
viewers make as they watch the Bandersnatch episode.
• Multiple different endings – viewers are encouraged to go back and finish them all.

Applications
• State tracking could be used to collect data
about peoples interest.
• A narrative style may be more engaging for
users – Find your perfect life/ Your 5-year
plan.
• Different endings may encourage users to
go back and make different decisions. Could
also make the concept more ‘shareable’ –
interested to see what endings other people
got.
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WDYWK
An interactive show where users can choose to
learn as little or as much as they like about different topics. The presenter shares their knowledge
about topics the user selects, giving them the
option to learn more, or switch topics after each
fact given. Users can also complete a quiz to test
what they have learned.

Benefits
• Educational – Discover interesting facts
about a range of subjects.
• Entertaining presenter makes the experience
engaging to watch.
• Bold, attractive visual style.
• Lots of control for the user – can decide to
switch topics when they like.

Applications
• Educational style allows user to learn about
the canton with the freedom to learn more
about the areas they are most interested in.
• Testing their knowledge could be useful in
making sure users have a good understanding of the canton – maybe a bit boring?
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Get Through This Wedding Quiz and We’ll
Tell You When You’ll Get Married!
Users can experience a friends wedding and the
challenges it brings by choosing different paths
to help find out when they’ll be ready for marriage. Each decision is used to help understand
the users’ perception of marriage before giving
a prediction on how many years it will be before
they get married themselves.

Benefits
• Shot in first person to create a visceral reaction from the user
• Countdown on each question forces the user
to think fast and keeps the flow of the narrative.
• Feedback at the end is shareable.

Applications
• Clear feedback at the end of the quiz
• Discover how the choices made in a scenario
can impact your life (moving to Aargau).
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BBC Click – Episode 1000
To mark the 1000th episode of BBC Click, they
have created an interactive, multi-choice TV
show, giving viewers complete control over what
they watch. Users can view stories in little or full
detail, as well as fast forward and skip news clips
they are not interested in.

Benefits
• View news stories based on the users mood/
interests or time available.
• Choose to view a summary of the story before seeing the full details.
• Users are more likely to engage with the
news story after selecting it.

Applications
• Short/ extended versions depending on how
much time the user has.
• ‘View more details’ / ‘email me more details’
about each area.
• Gives the user the full control to view what
they want to see/ what is relevant.
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Famous Swiss YouTube channels

Over here we talk about all things related to living
and traveling in Switzerland. If you’re interested
in the Swiss way of life, make sure to view How To
Switzerland.

Our family has lived in Zurich since 2005, hiking,
biking, and skiing all over Switzerland with our
kids. We post the details of each family-friendly
activity with maps, logistics, tips, and lots of photos to help your family.

The focus of Perskindol Swiss Epic lies on experiencing a mountain bike adventure on flowing
single trails in an alpine surrounding with breathtaking panoramic views, Swissness, and enjoying
the international bike community.

We are a Swiss couple and we will bring you to the
most beautiful places of Switzerland!

‘Adventures’ and Travels around Switzerland.

This Channel is all about Dancing, Festival, Parties and Music in Switzerland.
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
MBTI is a commonly used personality test in
recruitment. The questions are designed to find
out a users personality preferences, such as decision making, learning and where they feel most
comfortable.
The results can be used to suggest best-suited
careers and provide valuable information about
workplaces the user is best suited to. Users can
also explore their strength and weaknesses, relationships and workplace habits.

Best features
• Questions are based on real-life situations
which makes them easier to identify with and
answer.
• 7 different options to answer from to measure level of certainty and create more accurate results.
• A cartoon character that represents the personality type makes it more fun and shareable. Also interesting to see a breakdown of
qualities and meanings.
• Explore different areas (careers/ relationships) makes it easier to understand the
significance and meaning of the personality
type.
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My Next Move O*NET Interests Profiler
This tool uses career-based questions to help
the user identify where their career interest lie
and recommend potential career paths. Jobs
are categorised into six different types: realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising or
conventional.
The results section has the option to search
different careers based on how much experience
is needed, allowing users to find jobs based on
their skill level.

Best features
• Job interest categorised into six clear categories.
• Compare your results between different
categories to see how well-suited you are to
other career paths.
• Choose between current job zones or future
job zones to filter careers by experience.
• View jobs available for your best suited career interests, as well as jobs in other career
interest.
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Creating a storyline
For our concept number 3 concept, we tried
creating a storyline to use within it. We went
with a James Bond action theme.
We then mocked up what one of the decisions
could look like for the user down below. The decisions would be targeted to find out what kind of
person you are, and build a profile of yourself.
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Deciding on our final concept
It has taken us a long time to make a decision on
which concept to follow through with, however
we have chosen concept 2 which is the
interactive video.
We feel like we put a lot of work into finding the
right concept to choose, and therefore hopefully
we have picked the best concept that will solve
the brief.

What we want from our concept:
• Interactive video that promotes the pull factors of Aargau
• User to be able to choose what they want to
find out
• Match with your best suited area within Aargau depending on what you choose
• Canton Aargau be able to use the data that
the users input
• For it to be fun, interactive and interesting for
the users
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Storyboard

We created two storyboards showing how two
different people could use our concept.
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Storyboard

We have created some storyboards of different
people that might use our concept.
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Site map
On the left is the site map we have created that
we shall stick to when designing and creating
video footage.
We aren’t going to create the whole site because
that would take a very long time. Instead we are
going to show how one user may decide to use
the sight. This way we can focus on the quality of
our work.
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Designing in Sketch

Sketch is primarily used for designing the UI and UX for many digital
interfaces, mainly apps and websites.
This tool is great for creating extremely realistic prototypes, which is why
we shall be using it to make our interfaces. We use Sketch all the time, so we
know our way around it very well.

We played around to start with until we had a style that we liked, and one
that we can keep consistent through all the elements in our project. We did
this by creating a simple but effective design.
Sketch can also link with Principle so you can make your designs come to
life. We shall use this for our designs.

You can use hotspots so you can jump to another screen if a certain area is
clicked. This is a great for mocking up apps.
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Developing our initial wireframes
Trying to find a style that we
like for the decision screen
that the user will interact with.
The idea is that as the user
hovers over one side, it enlarges and the other side blurs out.
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Developing our initial wireframes

This style is very different from the others however it could work really well. It
could be video footage that pauses when decision has to be made, and then
resumes when it has been made.
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Heading
Below are the final designs for the decision
making process. We will make them in Principle
so that when the user hovers over one side, the
design will react to it. This will create a very more
engaging interaction for the user.
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Developing wireframes

This is the design process behind creating the
choose your career interaction. And how we
would link these with the previous / next video.
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Developing wireframes

This was the development for our final screen, which shows the
user which area of Aargau they have matched with, and the choices they made along the way.
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Gathering footage
To create the videos that promote the pull factors
of Aargau, we had to gather loads of footage that
could fit into the different topic areas.
We tried to find as much footage as we could of
Aargau however we couldn’t find all the footage
that we wanted. If we were to create our concept
for real, we would go out to Aargau and film all
the footage we would need ourselves.
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Designing in Principle

Principle helps users design animated and interactive user interfaces. It
adds that professional look to your designs.

For Principle to work you need to make sure the names of the elements on
the before and after artboards are the same.

This software can be used in tandem with sketch to create interactive
prototypes. We have used this tool to help make our designs react with
the user.

Here is the overview of all the screens, and all the interactions.
To create an animation you have to give elements a starting position, and a
finishing position. So when the user clicks, the element moves. Principle is a
great way of making a realistic prototype of an app.

We imported our Sketch file into Principle so we could add some
animations/interactions to our designs.

The preview screen shows what the final outcome looks like.
By using this software we were able to create a decision screen that reacts
as a user hovers over the two choices.
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Designing in After Effects

After Effects is an Adobe software used for video creating/editing and
animating. It is ideal for combining lots of video clips, adding audio, and
animating text/lines on top of.

By using keyframes you can make elements move or change within a certain
time frame. You can then change the speed at which this happens by using
graphs.
We used after effects to put the text animations on top of the footage we
gathered. To do this we used masks on top of video footage so that when the
text animates on and off, it looks like it is hiding behind the line.
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Voice over

For our interactive video we wanted to create a voice over so that the user doesn’t have to read
lots of information, and so that we had an easy way of communicating to the users. We went to the
sound studio to record, and used Ableton to edit the audio and insert it into our videos.
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Who is going to use our project
• Employers would use it to attract people to
the area, they could just let them use it
• The canton would use it to collect data and
see what people are most interested in,
they then know what kind of people they
can target
• People who live in aargau can use it to find
out more about the canton and discover
things they haven’t before, or even find a
better area to live
• People who haven’t heard of aargau, it gives
them an overview of what there is there
• Employers might be thinking about moving
to Aargau and can discover the business
benefits of moving to Aargau
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Benefits of our project
• Attracts people to the area for work, life and
many more aspects
• Can help retain people living in Aargau
• The canton would use it to collect data
• Find an area in Aargau that best suits you
• People who haven’t heard of aargau, it gives
them an overview of what there is there
• People can make the choice about what they
want to find out themselves
• Can go into more detail if you want to
• Helps promote business’ in Aargau
• Interactive, fun and engaging video
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Final designs

These are some of our decision screens final designs. We haven’t included them all, however they
are all on the video we made.
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Final designs

The final screens for when the user receives their
best area match within Aargau
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Facebook mockup
Users would share their results with friends and
family. This would attract lots of attention and
promote the canton really well.
Where will your best match be?
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Mockup
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Mockup
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Video link
https://vimeo.com/385383456
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Reflections
Olly

Andy

Overall, the project was extremely difficult,
however it has been a big learning curve for
me too.

Firstly, I would like to say this was the hardest,
most demanding brief I’ve ever done. Working on
a topic I knew nothing about and collaborating
with students from around the world has been
more than challenging.

In the end the project has been a massive success and I am really pleased with how our concept and designs, have turned out. There were
quite a few hurdles that we had to overcome
along the way. This included: managing our time,
staying in contact with our foreign group members, deciding on a concept that best solves the
brief. I think all of our group has learnt some valuable lessons during this project, especially how
to keep in contact with people that aren’t in the
same country, and also working with people that
specialise in different subjects.

I was looking forward to the collaboration part of
this project because I thought it would be a good
opportunity to work with people with completely
different skills. Instead, the difference in backgrounds caused conflict, as each group worked
towards their own interests. This could be helped
by removing individual grading criteria to allow
us more creative freedom. The long-distance between each university also made communication
difficult, and meetings became more like catch
ups rather than getting constructive feedback.
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Conclusion
Although we faced a number of hurdles along
the way, we believe everyone has learnt some
valuable lessons. The main lesson we learnt was
working in a team of multi-disciplinary and
multi-cultural people.
At the very start, we knew we wanted to create
something that wasn’t a pretty standard concept.
This is why it took us so long to come up with an
idea that we really liked, and one that we were
willing to develop.
Collaborating with other people from different
countries and different disciplines was a challenge in itself, however we made it work by using
many different software.
If we were to do the project again, it would have
been nice to create our concept slightly earlier, so
that we had more time to fine-tune our designs
and document the process.
Overall, we have learnt a lot from iPole, and this
experience will definitely help us in the not too
near future.
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